
The Agilent MassHunter Mass Profiler software performs comparative analysis

of one or two data sets generated from Agilent time-of-flight (TOF) or

quadrupole-TOF (Q-TOF) instruments. The comparative analysis results are

displayed in graphical and tabular formats that enable you to quickly identify

statistically meaningful differences between features (discrete molecular

entities defined by retention time and mass) in the same group or two different

groups. The Mass Profiler application can directly query the optional Agilent

METLIN Personal Metabolite Database and several web-based public

databases, or export results for further analysis.
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Mass Profiler comparative analysis

After creating your differential analysis

project, you can customize the analysis

by editing the parameter settings. 

Apply pre-analysis filters to charge

state, isotope pattern, abundance level,

neutral loss, and mass defect. Specify

masses to exclude from the analysis 

or limit the analysis to specific masses,

and set mass and retention time toler-

ance windows.

Align and normalize by specifying inter-

nal standards to normalize mass abun-

dance values and correct for retention

time shifts in the raw data. The software

uses information about user-specified

internal standards to normalize abun-

dance values and adjust for retention

time shifts across all of the data sets.

Apply filters to show only results of

interest in the Feature Summary table

and graphical plots. Set thresholds for

abundance ratios, differential score, 

and minimum relative frequency. Filter

results based on expression fold change,

relative frequencies, or minimum differ-

ential score.

For further statistical analyses, export a

feature summary to the GeneSpring MS

software that provides advanced statisti-

cal tools.

Product Note

Set pre-analysis filters to choose particular data to analyze.
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Agilent Mass Profiler Software

The Log/Log plot of fold changes helps you quickly determine up- or down-regulated features in the samples. Fold change lines in the Log/Log
plot represent the constant ratio of abundances between experiment and control groups. In this example, only features with two-fold or greater
abundance ratios are displayed.

The Mass Profiler software applies a student’s t-test to the differential analysis to check for statistical significance. In the Feature Summary
table, the comparison data shows the retention times and mass differences between features from the two groups. If group 1 abundance >
group 2 abundance, the feature is upregulated and the feature log2 ratio is displayed in red. If group 2 abundance > group 1 abundance, the 
feature is downregulated and the feature log2 ratio is displayed in blue. The differential score is a number between 0 and 100 that represents 
the relative confidence that the difference in intensity of a feature between the two groups is real. Two methods are available for calculating 
the differential score, a student’s t-test-based method or a support vector machine method.
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About Agilent Technologies

Agilent Technologies is a leading
supplier of life science research sys-
tems that enable scientists to under-
stand complex biological processes,
determine disease mechanisms, and
speed drug discovery. Engineered for
sensitivity, reproducibility, and work-
flow productivity, Agilent’s life sci-
ence solutions include instrumentation,
microfluidics, software, microarrays,
consumables, and services for gen-
omics, proteomics, and metab-
olomics applications.

Agilent METLIN Personal Metabolite Database batch search results include the molecular formulas
proposed by the molecular formula generation algorithm, and the MFG probability score.

Identify metabolites and proteins

The Mass Profiler software directly

interfaces with several web-based public

databases and the optional Agilent

METLIN Personal Metabolite Database,

enabling you to conveniently launch a

search for compound identification from

the Mass Profiler application.

For metabolites, save or export METLIN

database hits, including molecular formula

generation (MFG) results. Export search

hits from the METLIN database to a bio-

logical pathway analysis application to

gain insight about cellular and molecular

functions of compounds in the context

of functional pathways. For proteins, you

can export from the Mass Profiler soft-

ware a mass list that can be uploaded

to the Spectrum Mill software for pep-

tide and protein identification through

fast database searches.

Conveniently manage projects,
methods, and data

• Create and save projects that specify

the group(s) and data files for compar-

ative analysis.

• Save user-specified pre-analysis filters,

internal standards, alignment parame-

ters, and results filters to a method

that can be applied to user-selected

projects. Edit a method to conveniently

create a new method.

• Generate inputs to the GeneSpring MS

or Spectrum Mill applications from the

Feature Summary table or a graphical

plot.

• Create a target inclusion list for Agilent

Q-TOF MS/MS analysis.

• Export batch summary results .csv files

from the METLIN to a biological path-

way application to explore relevant

biological and chemical information.


